Toio, Matte Black - Limited Edition - Specification Sheet
by Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, 1962
Mounting

Free Standing

Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Dimming

Dimmable

Finish

Matte Black

Technical and Product Description In 2019, FLOS USA introduces a limited-edition matte-black version of the global
design icon, Toio designed by Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni for FLOS in 1962.
Toio’s steel base is rendered in a dark embossed finish and the visible transformer is
also painted black in a special global run of 2,500 pieces. Only 50 are available in the
United States. The matte-black design is available along with the lamp’s signature
glossy black and red finishes.
The fixture’s form is composed of a nickel-plated brass hexagonal stem that uses
fishing rod rings to guide the electrical cord from the bulb to the transformer. A cleat on
the base, similar to those found on ships, keeps the cord neatly coiled when the lamp’s
height is adjusted.
Inspiration Behind the Design:

FU761030 Matte Black

Lamping (Bulb)

The 1962 Toio light surprises with its unexpected design. Italian duo Achille and Pier
Giacomo Castiglioni had a 300-watt car headlight shipped from the United States,
which they joined with parts of a fishing rod to form a functional floor lamp. One of the
duo’s experiments with readymade objects, Toio has become a design classic thanks
to its surprising material juxtaposition and striking industrial appearance.
300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent

Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

ON-OFF switch on power cord

IP Rating

IP20

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

97" - Black

Construction Material

Stainless Steel

Weight

18.07 lbs

Toio, Black - Specification Sheet
by Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, 1962
Mounting

Free Standing

Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Dimming

Dimmable

Finish

Black

Technical and Product Description Toio is the humorous translation of the English word “toy” coined by the designers of
this inventive lamp that has an industrial look. The Toio floor Lamp is a timeless design
that has won many awards and has been placed in the Museum of Modern Art in New
York as part of their permanent collection.
The Toio floor lamp has an enamel steel base which supports a hexagonal nickel
plated brass stem and along the lamp's nickel-plated brass hexagonal stem are fishing
rod rings used to guide the electrical cord from bulb to transformer. A cleat on the
base, like that found on a boat or ship, serves as a functional element designed to
keep the cord neatly coiled in when the lamp is adjusted to a lower height.
The lamp can be placed in any indoor area. It comes with an incandescent bulb and
provides indirect light with an adjustable height. Available in black or red finish.

FU760030 Black
Dimensional Image

Inspiration Behind the Design:
The contemporary floor lamp was designed by brothers Achille and Pier Giacomo
Castiglioni, who got the inspiration from a car headlight imported from the United
States in 1962, the same year it was designed.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

ON-OFF switch on power cord

IP Rating

IP20

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

97" - Black

Construction Material

Stainless Steel

Weight

18.07 lbs

Lamping (Bulb)

300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent

Toio, Red - Specification Sheet
by Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, 1962
Mounting

Free Standing

Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Dimming

Dimmable

Finish

Red

Technical and Product Description Toio is the humorous translation of the English word “toy” coined by the designers of
this inventive lamp that has an industrial look. The Toio floor Lamp is a timeless design
that has won many awards and has been placed in the Museum of Modern Art in New
York as part of their permanent collection.
The Toio floor lamp has an enamel steel base which supports a hexagonal nickel
plated brass stem and along the lamp's nickel-plated brass hexagonal stem are fishing
rod rings used to guide the electrical cord from bulb to transformer. A cleat on the
base, like that found on a boat or ship, serves as a functional element designed to
keep the cord neatly coiled in when the lamp is adjusted to a lower height.
The lamp can be placed in any indoor area. It comes with an incandescent bulb and
provides indirect light with an adjustable height. Available in black or red finish.

FU760035 Red
Dimensional Image

Inspiration Behind the Design:
The contemporary floor lamp was designed by brothers Achille and Pier Giacomo
Castiglioni, who got the inspiration from a car headlight imported from the United
States in 1962, the same year it was designed.
Electrical
Voltage

120

Switching

ON-OFF switch on power cord

IP Rating

IP20

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

97" - Black

Construction Material

Stainless Steel

Weight

18.07 lbs

Lamping (Bulb)

300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent

Toio, White - Specification Sheet
by Achille and Pier Giacomo Castiglioni, 1962
Mounting

Free Standing

Lamp (Bulb) Description

1 x 300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent (Included)

Environment

Indoor - Dry Location

Dimming

Dimmable

Finish

White

FU760009 White
Dimensional Image

Technical and Product Description Toio is the humorous translation of the English word “toy” coined by the designers of
this inventive lamp that has an industrial look. The Toio floor Lamp is a timeless design
that has won many awards and has been placed in the Museum of Modern Art in New
York as part of their permanent collection.
The Toio floor lamp has an enamel steel base which supports a hexagonal nickel
plated brass stem and along the lamp's nickel-plated brass hexagonal stem are fishing
rod rings used to guide the electrical cord from bulb to transformer. A cleat on the
base, like that found on a boat or ship, serves as a functional element designed to
keep the cord neatly coiled in when the lamp is adjusted to a lower height.
The lamp can be placed in any indoor area. It comes with an incandescent bulb and
provides indirect light with an adjustable height. Available in black or red finish.
Inspiration Behind the Design:

Lamping (Bulb)

The contemporary floor lamp was designed by brothers Achille and Pier Giacomo
Castiglioni, who got the inspiration from a car headlight imported from the United
States in 1962, the same year it was designed.
Electrical
300W PAR 56/MFL Incandescent

Voltage

120

Switching

ON-OFF switch on power cord

IP Rating

IP20

Physical
Cord Length (inches)

97" - Black

Construction Material

Stainless Steel

Weight

18.07 lbs

